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We are proud to see that some of our products have been awarded by different institutes and like to share 
these great news with you. 

Please use and share this information with your customers as well, it will help you to sell more ANSMANN 
products. 

 
POWERLINE VARIO HONORED INTERNATIONAL 

The famous Fotomagazine “Amateur Photographer” in Great Britain honored the ANSMANN Powerline Vario with 
5 of 5 stars. The charger was evaluated much better than average: “This is a universal charger, very reliable 
and perfect for travelling”. 

The Powerline Vario is the perfect universal charger for all rechargeables and battery packs of digicams, 
smartphones and tablets. They can charge Li-Ion as well as Li-Po battery packs with 3,6V/3,7V or 7,2/7,4V. 
Because of the possibility to vary the adjustable contacts the device is an allrounder. Alternatively you can 
also charge two 1,2V Mignon AA or Micro AAA NiMH rechargeables. With the USB port you can charge all USB 
devices like smartphones or tablets separately. The voltage and polarity will be recognized automatically. Thus 
shorts or a wrong insert of the batteries can be avoided.  

After the contact of the rechargeable the microprocessor- 
controlled charging process starts automatically. Due to the 
automatic shutdown the charging process changes into trickle 
charging for NiMH rechargeables and switches off for Lithium 
batteries. Thereby the batteries are always ready for use. A LCD 
display informs about the charging progress in 25 % steps. The 
Powerline Vario is very compact which is a further advantage for 
the application on the way. It is worldwide 
useable (100V-240V AC /50-60 Hz). 
Additionally it contains a car adapter.   
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ANSMANN POWERLINE 8-ONCE MORE TEST VICTORY OF THE GLOBAL LEADER 

The famous consumer magazine “Vergleich.org”, known e.g. from Stern, n-tv and RTL, tested charging devices 
a few time ago. Winner was the ANSMANN Powerline 8. With a grade of 1,3 the result was above average and the 
device was much better rated than its competitors. It persuaded with its functions: “The ANSMANN Powerline 8 
is the perfect choice for you if you want to charge a big quantity of one special rechargeable type fast and 
safe.” With the intelligent charger you can charge up to 8 rechargeables (Mignon/Micro) at the same time, even 
mixed. Due to the USB port you can also charge different applications like mobile phones, smartphones or mp3 -
players. The remaining capacity doesn`t matter if you start to charge the batteries. For damaged b atteries it 
has a discharging function. If you repeat the charging and discharging process you can increase the capacity 
of the rechargeables. Defective rechargeables and batteries can be recognized automatically and will not be 
charged. The device has an individual supervision of cells so that the cells can be charged individually with a 
charging current of 500mA. Due to the modern and microprocessor-controlled charging technique with 
overcharging protection through a safety timer and voltage supervision, the charging process will be stopped 

automatically as soon as the batteries attain their maximum capacity 
and switch to trickle charging. This function ensures an optimal 
performance and a long lifetime. Multicoloured LEDs indicate the 
charging status for every shaft individually. The Powerline 8 was 
conceived for worldwide use (100-240V). 

 

 


